this approach through a case study on mouse brain network data.
INTRODUCTION

20
Recent neuroscience research indicates that cognitive opera-21 tions are performed not by individual brain regions working 22 in isolation, but by networks consisting of several discrete 23 brain regions which act in synchrony. 1 These networks 24 share ''functional connectivity,'' meaning that activity in 25 these regions is tightly coupled-in the sense of a statistical 1062-3701/2017/61(6)/000000/13/$25.00 degenerative and developmental affections. Evidence sug-32 gests, for example, that Alzheimer's disease spreads from 33 one brain region to a non-adjacent region within a specific 34 network, which is ''activated when a person is recalling 35 recent autobiographical events.'' 1 However, even for simple 36 networks, the subtle dynamics of these networks are not fully 37 understood. Therefore, techniques that are able to extract the 38 dynamics of functional connectivity from brain imaging data 39 have high potential value to the neuroscience community. 40 At the same time, advances in imaging technology 41 allow, at increasing pace, the comparative investigation of 42 functional connectivity dynamics at multiple scales, both at 43 the temporal level (time series, trials) and at the space level 44 (neurons, neurons grouped in pixels, regions of interest). 45 In computational neuroscience and computational systems 46 biology, each imaging snapshot captures one activation 47 pattern in the temporal behavior of a biological system. 48 The connectivity is then extracted from these images, 49 in the form of networks with large numbers of nodes 50 (over 20,000). Next, computational models are employed 51 to calculate the functional network dynamics. In order to 52 study the mechanisms of disease or aging, the process of 53 imaging and modeling is performed repeatedly over multiple 54 subjects, specimens or conditions, leading to a rich tapestry 55 of spatio-temporal imaging and computing data that need to 56 be analyzed. Visual analysis of such complex neuroimaging 57 data can help domain experts understand temporal features 58 along with their spatial references. 59 In this work, we present the design and implementation 60 of RemBrain, a novel visualization tool for the compara-61 tive analysis and exploration of dynamic brain activation 62 networks. RemBrain (named after the intrepid Pixar rodent 63 Remy) is a multi-scale web-based application that supports 64 
84
• An application to dynamic neurobiology mouse brain 85 data, developed in collaboration with domain experts.
86
• A demonstration through a case study and a summary 87 of the feedback provided by domain experts. 
88
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
By repeating the computation of correlation while 202 shifting the window one time step for each iteration 203 over the entire timeline T, we obtain a time series of 204 weighted and thresholded correlation networks. Fig. 1(b 238 Home community that identifies the community the node 239 belongs to by default, and a Temporary community that 240 identifies the community the node currently visits. The 241 visiting behavior means the node leaves its own community 242 temporarily but will return back very soon. Fig. 1 (c) top 243 shows an example network of five nodes across three time 244 steps. In this illustration, the color of the inner circle 245 Figure 2. Illustration of CommDy on an example data set that includes five members, shown here over five time steps t1-t5. 13 Colors encode communities (circles for the Home community, and squares for the Visiting community, if different). Members 0 and 1 stay permanently in the pink community. Members 2 and 3 alternate their Home memberships from the pink/green community to green/pink twice (at t2 and t5). Member 4 temporarily visits the pink community at t3, but maintains a Home membership to the blue community. 
Visual Design
303
The spatio-temporal datasets and comparison tasks captured 304 above are particularly complex. Furthermore, they feature 305 a mix of spatial and non-spatial data, and the experts 306 lack familiarity with complex visual encodings. Because of 307 these combined reasons, we follow a coordinated multi-view 308 top-level design, which has been shown to assist in visual 309 scaffolding. 18 In this design, a set of multiple views at 310 different scales provides guidance to the domain expert when 311 exploring the data. In addition to the exploration tasks, 312 pairwise comparison is supported by side-by-side views 313 (Task 4).
314
Figure 3 shows the interface of RemBrain, which consists 315 of four main visual components: (1) an overview spatial 316 panel ( Fig. 3(a) and (b)) that nests subregion temporal 317 information through a mosaic-matrix encoding; (2) an 318 individual behavior panel (Fig. 3(e) and (f)) that includes 319 a novel Mirror glyph to display in detail the dynamic 320 attributes for a particular node, and a Kiviat diagram for 321 the summarized characteristics of the corresponding node; 322 and (3) a timeline representation (Fig. 3(c) and (d) The side-by-side comparison design, in conjunction 327 with the multi-scale views, supports Task 4. The slice-based 328 panel displays the community distribution in space and thus 329 explicitly supports Task 3. The individual behavior view 330 enables exploration at the level of individual nodes (Task 2). 331 The mosaic matrix enables exploration at the level of 332 The mirror glyph supports tracking the characteristics of 366 a particular node over time. These dynamic characteristics 367 include raw signal values, node degrees, and two community 368 identification codes over time, the Home community and 369 the Temporary community (Table A.1). A preliminary 370 illustration of dynamic community analysis results is shown 371 in Fig. 2 , in which circles are individual nodes labeled with 372 their identification numbers, and rectangles correspond to 373 communities. Communities are identified through matching 374 colors. However, this visual encoding does not scale well to 375 a large number of nodes. Additionally, it is hard to track an 376 individual's community behavior over a long time period, 377 and there is no reference to the spatial location of the nodes. 378 Because a timeline-based representation was an intuitive and 379 simple way to track temporal changes, we design a mirror 380 glyph to visualize an individual node's temporal behavior 381 (Task 2).
382
Figure 4. Mirror glyph showing a node that belongs predominantly and consistently to the green community, as its signal increases over time, without much visiting or switching. The only temporary visiting event happens at t1, when the node briefly visits the blue community. Two switching events happen at times t2 and t3, when the node joins the orange community, followed by the blue, just as the node signal is about to peak (middle trunk). The node degree (chart height and content) is almost symmetric: the Temporary community (upper chart) almost mirrors the Home community (lower chart). To this end, we note that the data itself was extremely 417 complex and that detecting brief community visits was 418 relevant to the tasks. Similarly, the raw signal intensity and its 419 Figure 5 . Kiviat diagrams for two nodes that reside most time in the green, respectively blue community. The Kiviat shapes indicate that the green node has longer activation duration, stays in particular communities for longer periods, and is more consistent with its Home community. Conversely, the blue node switches its Home communities and visits other communities more often. Note the details on demand and index indirection dictated by real-estate constraints.
evolution over time in relation to the community distribution 420 and degree were task-relevant. In this case, the trunk design 421 favored the signal charts that the experts were familiar with. 422
Kiviat Diagram
423
To encapsulate the 10 summarized attributes (e.g., observed, 424 time span, switching, etc.) shown in 440 The most common community of a node is encoded in the 441 color of the Kiviat diagram.
442
Mosaic-Matrix View
443
The aggregate slice-based view shows the community spatial 444 distribution at an overview level with high spatial resolution, 445 but low temporal resolution. On the other hand, the 446 individual panel shows the community temporal distribution 447 per node with high temporal resolution but low spatial 448 resolution. While each of these representations has strengths, 449 our task analysis indicates that visual exploration at a level 450 with both reasonable temporal and spatial resolution was 451 important. To support this type of analysis, we design a 452 mosaic-matrix encoding. The encoding captures temporal 453 and regional changes and integrates them into the commu-454 nity spatial distribution map. 455 Because nodes are densely located in brain slices, using 456 1D timeline-based representations was not feasible. Instead, 457 we adopt a compact two dimensional layout to encode 458 time-dependent behavior. The layout is composed of a set 459 of cells that define a mosaic matrix. The set corresponds to 460 a node region, and each cell encodes the temporal behavior 461 (Fig. 3(g) total number of active nodes over time (Fig. 3(c) and (d) ). 
Synchronization and Comparison Support
512
To support the pairwise comparison of activations (Task 4), 513 we adopt a coordinated side-by-side dual layout (Fig. 3(a a ''think-aloud'' technique, 49 which asks users to verbalize 551 their thoughts as they interact with the system, and we 552 collected feedback at the end. 553 Here we report a case study performed separately by the 554 two scientists, in separate sessions. In this study, the domain 555 experts seek to understand the impact of aging on the AC in 556 mouse brains. To this end, they had collected imaging data 557 from a young mouse and an old mouse. Brain slices from 558 each specimen were artificially stimulated, and the resulting 559 activation levels were imaged as a time series. The case study 560 and verbiage reported below have been simplified for a lay 561 audience.
562
Case Study: Aging analysis in mouse brains 563 The domain experts wished to investigate how aging relates 564 to auditory processing changes, through the comparison of 565 network activity in the AC from young and aged mice, at 566 multiple scales (Task 1 through 4) . Each expert started by 567 loading the dataset of the first activation of young mouse 568 No.40 (5.5 months) and the dataset of the first activation of 569 aged mouse No.38 (22 months) in the two side-by-side views. 570
Overview spatial, multi-scale in time exploration 571 The analysis started at the high overview level of the 572 entire AC. The community distribution differences were 573 immediately noticed in the slice-based panels (Figure 8(a) 574 and (b)): over the same time window, the young mouse 575 AC features an additional community, shown in green. 576 The young mouse AC (Fig. 8(a) ), in particular, featured 577 a ring-type structure of community distributions. That 578 structure was stable even as the experts translated and 579 scaled their time window selection in the widget (Task 580 T2, T4). In contrast, the community distributions in the 581 aged mouse AC (Fig. 8(b) ) were less structured. In fact, the 582 neuroscientist expert noted that no contiguous region in 583 this brain image was associated with one single community. 584 The second expert noted that in the timeline views the 585 activations from the two specimens decayed at different rates 586 after reaching their peak. The timeline also captured a higher 587 total number of active nodes for the younger specimen, 588 which was expected. The domain experts concluded that the 589 connectivity between neurons diminishes with age, which 590 ''probably correlates with a particular receptor [decay] .''
591
Regional Spatial, Multi-scale Time Exploration
592
The multi-scale analysis moved next smoothly to the regional 593 scale captured by the mosaic-matrix views (Task T1, T3, 594 T4). For this analysis, the experts disabled synchronization, 595 and manually selected two regions (marked by red boxes) 596 in roughly the same area of each AC. The difference 597 in the dynamic community behavior between the two 598 regions was striking. The cleaner and predominantly blue 599 mosaic-matrix view in Fig. 8(a) captured a homogeneous 600 dynamic behavior in the young mouse AC region. Most 601 nodes in this brain region spend their time in only one 602 community, blue. In contrast, the mosaic matrix for the 603 aged brain in Fig. 8(b) indicates significant instability, which 604 revealed the heterogeneity of the aged mouse AC. Only a few 605 (Fig. 8(e) and (f) ). The Fig. 8(e) , the selected node switches only twice closed to the 628 start of the window, from green to blue and from blue to 629 purple. In contrast, the aged mouse node shown in Fig. 8(f) 630 switches much more frequently at the start of the activation. 631 The difference noted above was reinforced by the Kiviat 632 diagrams, where the two Kiviat shapes were notably similar 633 in many respects. In the example shown, both nodes score 634 along the normalized average time span of communities 635 (axis 1), but only the aged neuron has a non-zero normalized 636 switching cost (axis 2). Furthermore, the aged mouse also had 637 a shorter activation time (axis-0), and fewer connections than 638 the young mouse. At this point, the neuroscientist expressed 639 interest in seeing the raw signal data. To this end, the experts 640 examined the raw signal plots in the behavior mirror glyphs, 641 and discovered that the old mouse rising time is generally 642 slower and that the curve during the rising time is less 643 smooth for the old mouse.
644
Case Findings
645
This multi-scale analysis indicated that aging is associated 646 with a series of changes in node metrics, such as community 647 size and switching cost, and also with temporal changes in in-648 dividual behavior, such as dynamic community distribution. 649 These changes are consistent at multiple spatial and temporal 650 scales. Together, the domain experts hypothesized that those 651 aging-related changes at multiple scales might be related When coupled with a coordinated multi-view approach, 707 these encodings enabled visual analysis across the entire 708 pipeline for dynamic bionetwork data analysis: raw data, 709 network results (node degree), dynamic community analysis 710 based on the results of dynamic networks, and summarized 711 node metrics based on the dynamic community analysis. 712 The experts were able to navigate smoothly between multiple 713 scales in both space and time.
714
Novelty
715
The mirror glyphs and the embedding of temporal features 716 in a spatial context through the mosaic-matrix views 717 are novel contributions. The composite mirror glyphs, 718 in particular, are not restricted to the presentation of 719 dynamic node behavior in neuroscience. These glyphs can 720 also be applied to general temporal data with multiple 721 variables that include both numerical (height) and cate-722 gorical data (color). Such datasets exist in other domains 723 where symmetric/asymmetric time-dependent behavior is of 724 interest, for instance in the analysis of spectrograph data 725 in astronomy, 50 in the analysis of financial data, or in the 726 analysis of Electronic Health Records. The mosaic-matrix 727 nesting approach may find application in other spatially 728 dense temporal datasets. 729 The combination of visual encodings in a tool to handle 730 multivariate data in dynamic bionetwork analysis and the 731 side-by-side multi-scale design that supports pairwise com-732 parison for spatio-temporal data are also novel. The approach 733 has direct application to the analysis of other spatially 734 dependent dynamic biological networks, for instance in 735 computational systems biology.
736
Design Lessons and Issues
737
One of the most important lessons from this work relates 738 to limitations arising from increasing model scales and 739 complexity. As scientific models move from static to 740 dynamic, and single model analysis shifts to the comparison 741 of multiple models with spatial and non-spatial features, even 742 known integration paradigms break down with scale: one 743 cannot keep track effectively of tens of coordinated views. 744 Overlays may similarly fail, and in some instances may not be 745 applicable (in our case, due to domain restrictions related to 746 alignment and the importance of raw data). In the approach 747 illustrated here, we have successfully nested the time-driven 748 behavior into spatial structures and used overlaying and 749 details on demand where possible, to overcome space 750 limitations. Still, the resulting interface is information-dense; 751 on a large tiled display, there was still too little space to attach 752 legible Kiviat labels directly to axes. As the range of data 753 acquisition instruments keeps expanding, these issues will 754 only become more stringent in the visualization field. 755 The second important lessons arising from this expe-756 rience relate to the necessity of visual scaffolding 18 
